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ABSTRACT
To enable socially situated human-robot interaction, a robot must
both understand and control proxemics, the social use of space, to
employ communication mechanisms analogous to those used by
humans. In this work, we investigate speech and gesture
production and recognition as a function of social agent spacing
during both human-human and human-robot interactions. These
models were used to implement an autonomous proxemic robot
controller. The controller utilizes a sampling-based method,
wherein each sample represents inter-agent pose, as well as agent
speech and gesture production and recognition estimates; a
particle filter uses these estimates to maximize the performance of
both the robot and the human during the interaction. This
functional approach yields pose, speech, and gesture estimates
consistent with related literature. This work contributes to the
understanding of the underlying pre-cultural processes that govern
proxemic behavior, and has implications for robust proxemic
controllers for robots in complex interactions and environments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.9 [Artificial Intelligence]: Robotics – operator interfaces.
H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems.

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Human Factors, Theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To facilitate socially situated human-robot interaction
(HRI), a robot must often employ multimodal
communication mechanisms analogous to those used by
humans: speech production (via speakers), speech
recognition (via microphones), gesture production (via
physical embodiment), and gesture recognition (via cameras
or motion trackers). This research focuses on answering the
question: How do speech and gesture influence spatially
situated communication between humans and robots in
social encounters? Within that question there are several
others: How does the pose between a robot and a person
affect speech and gesture recognition for each of them?
How can a robot adjust its communication mechanisms to
maximize human perceptions of its social signals?
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In [1], we proposed a probabilistic framework for
autonomous human-robot spacing that considered the
sensory experience of each agent (human or robot) in a copresent social encounter. In this work, we present the results
of a preliminary data collection to formally investigate this
framework and model the relationship between spatial,
speech, and gesture parameters to develop a socially
situated autonomous spatial controller for HRI.

2. APPROACH
We conducted a data collection to inform models of pose,
speech, and gesture parameters for humans and robots in
our probabilistic framework [1, 2]. This data collection was
designed to expose: (1) how people place themselves with
respect to each other and a robot; (2) how inter-agent
spacing influences human speech and gesture production
(output); and (3) how inter-agent spacing influences speech
and gesture perception (input) for both humans and robots.
Models resulting from this data collection were
implemented as an autonomous spacing controller for a
sociable robot. The robot considers (samples) possible
interagent poses, estimating how all interacting agents
would likely perceive and produce social stimuli (speech
and gesture) if the interaction occurred with the robot at
that pose—these estimates are maintained in a “particle”.
For each sampled pose, the corresponding speech and
gesture input/output levels [2] are inferred based on the
model as if the interaction were to occur at that pose; the
pose is then assigned a weight based on the likelihood
(“desirability”) of an interaction actually occurring with
these parameters. The pose, speech, and gesture parameters
with maximum weight are selected as the robot goal state.
Models and controllers are available in the Social Behavior
Library in the USC Interaction Lab ROS repository
(https://code.google.com/p/usc-interaction-software.ros).
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